Fixed lock-time relaxation dispersion in the rotating frame.
The spin-lattice relaxation dispersion may be probed in the laboratory frame through field-cycling NMR relaxometry. The experiment, as usually done, has the basic weakness that the low frequency end of the measured dispersion can be blurred by the presence of local fields. An understanding of the nature of such local fields was found to be essential to the interpretation of the dispersion profile. In this work, an attempt was made to determine the extent to which specific information can be obtained from a rotating frame experiment. The technique consists in the study of the NMR signal dispersion at a fixed spin-lock time, as a function of the radio frequency field intensity. Within this scheme, a strong dispersion can be attributed to the presence of a non-zero magnetic field component along the laboratory-frame Zeeman-axis in the rotating-frame. At on-resonance condition, this component is exclusively due to the presence of local fields as projected on that axis.